Detection thresholds plotted in the L and M cone-contrast plane have shown that there are two primary detection mechanisms, a red-green hue mechanism and a light-dark luminance mechanism. However, previous masking results suggest there may be additional mechanisms, responsive to combined features like bright and red or dark and green. We measured detection thresholds for a 1.2 c deg − 1 sine-wave grating in the presence of a spatially matched mask grating which was either stationary, dynamically jittered or flickered. The stimuli could be set to any direction in the L,M plane. The appearance of selectivity for combined hue and luminance arose only in conditions where adding the test to the mask modified the spatial phase offset between the luminance and red-green stimulus components. Sensitivity was very high for detecting this spatial phase offset. When this extra cue was eliminated, masking contours in the L,M plane could be largely described by the classical red -green and luminance mechanisms.
Introduction
Detection experiments suggest there are two mechanisms receiving predominantly L and M cone inputs, a red -green hue (RG) mechanism and a light -dark luminance (LUM) mechanism (Eskew, McLellan & Giulianini, 1999) . These mechanisms are illustrated by the hypothetical detection contours in the L and M conecontrast plane of Fig. 1 . The axes represent the effect of the test stimulus for the L and M cones, expressed as contrast, L' = DL/L and M' =DM/M. The detection contours (solid contours) represent the hypothetical loci of thresholds for a wide gamut of test vectors which separately stimulate the RG and LUM mechanisms.
Imagine the observer is adapted to a yellow field. A luminance grating of bright and dark yellow stripes is represented by the long 45 -225°vector. The short vectors in the second and forth quadrants represent the green and red stripes of an equiluminant chromatic grating. This equiluminant direction is parallel to the LUM contour and thus stimulates only RG-hence this is the 'cardinal direction' for RG (Krauskopf, Williams & Heeley, 1982) . Similarly, the equichromatic 45-225°direction is parallel to the RG contour, and thus stimulates only LUM-hence this is the cardinal direction for LUM. Note that the optimal stimulus for each mechanism will lie in a different direction, orthogonal to the mechanisms contour.
The RG mechanism ( Fig. 1 ) responds to an equally weighted (c= d) difference of L and M cone contrasts (Stromeyer, Cole & Kronauer, 1985; Cole, Hine & McIlhagga, 1993; Sankeralli & Mullen, 1996) . Hence the contour slope is unity. The slope for RG remains unity over a wide range of test flash sizes, measured down to 2.3% in the fovea (Chaparro, Stromeyer, Kronauer & Eskew, 1994) and over a wide range of adapting field colors (Chaparro, Stromeyer, Chen & Kronauer, 1995) .
The LUM mechanism responds to the sum of the L and M contrast signals. LUM typically has a steep detection contour (Fig. 1) , with about a three-fold Fig. 1 . Hypothetical detection contours for RG and LUM mechanisms in L%,M% cone contrast plane. Stimuli in LUM cardinal direction (equichromatic-parallel to the RG contour) affect only LUM; stimuli in RG cardinal direction (equiluminant-parallel to the LUM contour) affect only RG. Along the LUM contours stimuli look bright or dark; along the RG contours, they look red or green.
luminance stimulus has little effect on chromatic detection. Masking also shows considerable independence of RG and LUM. A luminance mask grating weakly facilitates detection of a superposed red-green grating (and only produces slight masking at high contrast), whereas a red-green mask may have a greater effect in raising the threshold of a luminance test . However several studies with pattern masks (Cole, Stromeyer & Kronauer, 1990; Gegenfurtner & Kiper, 1992; Mullen & Losada, 1994) and with noise masks (Gegenfurtner & Kiper, 1992; Sankeralli & Mullen, 1997; Giulianini & Eskew, 1998 ) observed little such cross-masking.
These paradigms thus show that the RG and LUM mechanisms might be the two most sensitive mechanisms in the L%,M% plane. However, masking at vector angles intermediate to the cardinal directions might reveal less sensitive mechanisms tuned to the intermediate directions. These mechanisms would be tuned to a specific combination of color and luminance. Gegenfurtner and Kiper (1992) observed that a mixed noise mask of bright-green and dark-red much more strongly masked a grating of the 'same features' than a grating of 'opposite features' (bright-red and dark-green). Similar results were obtained with sine-wave test and mask gratings, offset 90°in spatial phase. The authors therefore concluded that there are mechanisms selective to particular combinations of red-green and luminance information.
The present experiments suggest that this masking paradigm may provide extra cues. These cues consist of spatial phase offsets between the red-green and luminance components when the test and mask have opposite features. We show that the observer may be very sensitive to such spatial offsets, and this might account for the reduced masking when the test and mask have opposite features. When we eliminate these extra cues, the observed masking can be largely explained by the RG and LUM mechanisms alone.
Methods

Apparatus
Test and mask were vertical sine-wave gratings of 1.2 c deg − 1 filling a 3.5°dia field, metameric with 578 nm at 576 td. (Gegenfurtner and Kiper also used a test grating of 1.2 c deg − 1 ). Stimuli were generated on red and green CRT monitors (Tektronix 608) which were optically filtered and combined with a dichroic mirror . The display was viewed monocularly through a 3 mm artificial pupil and achromatizing lens (Powell, 1981) , and the observer was stabilized with a bite bar on a rigid xyz translator. Contrast was controlled with 12-bit computer digitalto-analog converters.
higher weight for the L% signal than the M% signal (Sankeralli & Mullen, 1997; Stromeyer, Chaparro, Tolias & Kronauer, 1997) ; hence the coefficient a is approximately three times that of b. Only a small segment of the LUM contour can be seen for the detection of simple flashes owing to the greater RG sensitivity. However more of the LUM contour can be revealed with flicker or motion (Stromeyer, Kronauer, Ryu, Chaparro & Eskew, 1995; Stromeyer et al., 1997) .
Discrimination results also provide evidence for separate RG and LUM mechanisms. Thornton and Pugh (1983) showed that the locus of suprathreshold lights in red -green equilibrium (appearing neither reddish nor greenish) lies on an extension of the 45 -225°axis, midway between the symmetrically positioned 'red' and 'green' detection contours in Fig. 1 . Suprathreshold flashes arrayed parallel to the red detection contour or parallel to the green contour are indiscriminable, providing the flashes are not so intense as to stimulate the luminance mechanism (Calkins, Thornton & Pugh, 1992) . Mullen and Kulikowski (1990) obtained similar results for threshold-level flashes. These results suggest that just RG and LUM are responsible for signaling threshold-level stimuli and slightly suprathreshold stimuli in the L%,M% plane.
A considerable independence of RG and LUM has been shown with both contrast adaptation and masking. Adaptation to an equiluminant red -green chromatic grating or a temporally modulated uniform field (Krauskopf et al., 1982) does not raise the contrast threshold of a subsequently viewed luminance test, while adaptation to a The spectral radiance of the red and green lights were calibrated at the eyepiece at 1 nm intervals with a radiometer and monochromator (2 nm HBW). These spectral radiance distributions were then weighted by the Smith and Pokorny (1975) cone spectral sensitivities to calculate cone contrast. The gratings are represented as vectors in the L%,M% cone-contrast plane; contrast is specified by vector length in this plane, VL = (L% 2 + M% 2 ) 1/2 (Eskew et al., 1999) .
Threshold measurements and nature of masks
The test was a stationary grating. For the initial measurements, the mask was a similar stationary grating. Stronger masking was obtained using two types of dynamic masks. The 'random phase mask' danced about, with the phase randomly changed every 0.05 s (for results in Fig. 7 ) or every 0.1 s (for the other masking results). The 'random counterphase mask' was presented in phase with the test, with the contrast sign (polarity) chosen randomly every 0.1 s. Both types of masks have rather broad temporal frequency spectra, owing to these random changes.
Thresholds were measured with a 2AFC staircase. The masking pattern was presented in both temporal intervals of a trial, and the test was added to the mask in one interval chosen randomly. The stimuli had a smooth temporal envelope: contrast of test and mask was simultaneously ramped on for 200 ms with a raised cosine, held constant for 300 ms, then ramped off. The observer attempted to identify the interval with the test. Tones signaled the intervals and provided response feedback. Absolute spatial phase was randomized on each trial. A single stimulus condition was used for each run, which contained two randomly interleaved staircases that estimated threshold at the 71% detection level (Wetherill, 1963) . Each threshold estimate is based on the geometric mean of reversals from four or more staircases.
Equiluminant direction
For certain measurements we used a chromatic mask lying in the equiluminant direction. This direction is hard to determine from simple detection experiments, owing to the much higher RG sensitivity. For observer CFS we assessed the equiluminant direction with the quadrature motion paradigm: a LUM grating was counterphase flickered at 4 Hz in spatial-temporal quadrature phase with a similar counterphase colored grating, and the vector angle of the latter was varied in the L%,M% plane to find the motion null with a forcedchoice procedure. The motion null defines the equiluminant direction, parallel to the LUM detection contour. Such results show that LUM is L-dominated with a slope of − 3 or steeper (Stromeyer et al., 1997) . The slope of the LUM contour determined for CFS in this manner was also used for observer RT (whom we did not test in this way).
For certain results (Figs. 11 and 12, observer CFS) the following precaution was used to reduce possible stimulation of the LUM mechanism by dynamic equiluminant masks. A weak field of 520 nm light was superposed on the display to produce a mean field metameric with 566 nm at 790 td. Mean field color strongly affects the temporal phase shifts between the L% and M% signals in the LUM mechanism, and a field of approximately 566 nm reduces this phase shift to near zero for this observer (Stromeyer et al., 1997) , thereby reducing possible stimulation of the LUM mechanism by the chromatic gratings.
Results
We will attempt to show that the semblance of a 'combination mechanism' may arise when adding the test to the mask modifies the spatial phase offset between the LUM and RG components. The present results demonstrate that the observer is very sensitive to such offsets. As explained later, the phase offset between LUM and RG arises when two conditions are met: (a) the test and mask have a spatial phase offset, and (b) the test and mask have different vector directions in the L%,M% plane.
Initial results with stationary gratings demonstrate the influence of the spatial phase offset. The stimuli (Fig. 2) were typically 34°(i.e. 34-214°) and 55°(55-235°) vectors in the L%,M% plane. The 34°vector is a grating of bright-red and dark-green stripes, while the 55°vector is a grating of bright-green and dark-red stripes. These vector angles were chosen because they produce about equal stimulation of the RG and LUM mechanisms, scaled in threshold units, as demonstrated by the threshold detection contours (Fig. 7) which show that the RG mechanism is approximately five times more sensitive than LUM for the 1.2 c deg − 1 gratings. At the masking contrasts of 10-15 times threshold, the 34 and 55°stimuli visually appeared to have about equal amounts of luminance and chromatic modulation. The results suggest that these particular stimuli may be most effective in generating the spatial phase shifts which facilitate detection of the test pattern.
Stationary test and mask
We first measured thresholds for tests of vector angles 34 and 55°presented spatially in phase with a stationary masking pedestal of 34°. Pedestals were set 10-15 times threshold. According to the hypothesis of selective masking, we might expect to find higher thresholds for the 34°test that matches the 34° Fig. 2 . The 34°grating has bright-red and dark-green stripes; the 55°g rating has bright-green and dark-red stripes. The RG and LUM detection contours are correctly positioned for detection of the 1.2 c deg − 1 grating ( Fig. 7) : sensitivity is approximately five times higher in the RG cardinal direction (short arrows near origin) than in the 45°LUM direction. The 34 and 55°stimuli produce equal RG and LUM stimulation (scaled in threshold units) as shown by the intersection of these vectors with the two detection contours. Gegenfurtner and Kiper (1992) supporting the existence of combination mechanisms, and we replicate their results. Fig. 3C shows that with the 34°pedestal, the threshold of the 55°test was approximately six-fold lower than the 34°test. Similarly, with the 55°pedestal (Fig. 3D ), the threshold of the 34°test was approximately six-fold lower than the 55°test. For a second observer, RT, using the 34°pedestal, the 55°test threshold (not shown) was 2.6-fold lower than the 34°t est. Taken alone, Fig. 3C , D might appear to support the existence of combination mechanisms, but we now provide a different explanation.
First consider the results when the test and pedestal are of the same type (both 34°or both 55°). In this case, one sees only a contrast change when the test is added to the pedestal (explained below), and the test threshold is much higher when the test is added to the pedestal in quadrature spatial phase rather than in phase.
This phase-specificity of masking may seem contrary to the conclusion of Lawton and Tyler (1994) that the test threshold is independent of the relative spatial phase of test and pedestal, so we first examine this effect with our conditions. Unlike their experiment, our test and pedestal were presented simultaneously with the same temporal envelope, and absolute phase of the stimulus was randomized on each presentation. Under our conditions, the test can presumably only be detected by the contrast change it produces. This is verified in Fig. 4 using stationary luminance gratings. The tall vertical phasor (arrow) represents the pedestal grating. Phasor length indicates stimulus contrast (vector length in the L%,M% plane) and phasor orientation indicates spatial phase of the grating. (The pedestal phasor actually assumes a different angle on each presentation owing to the randomization of absolute phase). The phasors at the tip of the pedestal represent the actual measured thresholds of the test gratings, added to the pedestal in different relative spatial phases. The circular arc shows the prediction that at the test threshold, the vector sum of test-plus-pedestal will have constant magnitude-hence a constant contrast difference is required to discriminate the test-pluspedestal from the pedestal alone. The results thus show that the test is detected by the contrast change it produces, independent of the relative spatial phase of test and pedestal. This is why the test threshold is elevated in our quadrature condition (Fig. 3C, D) when the test and pedestal are of the same type.
But in the quadrature condition, when test and pedestal are of different types (e.g. 55°pedestal and 34°t est), there will be a spatial phase offset between the luminance and red-green components in the test interval (as explained below). When the test is clearly suprathreshold, one sees distinct luminance and colored gratings clearly splayed apart in spatial phase. Howpedestal. The results (Fig. 3A) show that the 34°p edestal about equally affects detectability of the 34 and 55°tests ().
A similar result was obtained with the 55°pedestal (Fig. 3B) . The pedestals elevated the test threshold approximately 2.5x, producing rather modest masking (owing to the fairly low masking contrast). When test and pedestal were of the same type (both 34 or both 55°), the observer attempted to select the trial interval with the greater luminance and red -green chromatic contrast. The task required greater concentration when the pedestal and test were of different types (e.g. 34°p edestal and 55°test). The 34 and 55°vectors have the same LUM polarity but opposite RG polarity (since the vectors fall either side of the +45°LUM direction in the L%,M% plane, Fig. 1 ). Thus, adding the 55°test to the 34°pedestal increases luminance contrast but decreases chromatic contrast. The observers reported that they separately attended to each type of contrast, looking for an increment in luminance contrast and a decrement in chromatic contrast.
We repeated the measurements with the test added to the pedestal with a 90°spatial phase offset (quadrature spatial phase). This is one of the two conditions of Phasor length depicts contrast of stimuli, while phasor angle depicts spatial phase. Circular arc shows prediction that test is detected by producing a constant increment above the contrast level of the pedestal, at each relative spatial phase. Test and pedestal were simultaneous, with absolute spatial phase randomized. ever, near the detection threshold there is only a very small phase shift between the luminance and colored gratings, and observers reported seeing extra 'features' or 'edges'.
Spatial phasor explanation of the phase offset
Adding the 34 and 55°vectors in quadrature phase generates a phase shift between the RG and LUM gratings, which can be understood with a spatial phasor representation of the stimuli (Fig. 5) . Each grating can be decomposed into its RG and LUM components. The two vertical phasors represent, respectively the greenward (RG) and brightward (LUM) modulation produced by the 55°pedestal (P). The RG and LUM components of the pedestal are spatially in phase, and hence both represented by vertical phasors. The horizontal orientation of the test phasors (T) indicates that the test is added to the pedestal in spatial quadrature.
In Fig. 5A the horizontal phasors represent the greenward and bright luminance modulation of the 55°t est (having the same vector angle as the 55°pedestal). Note that the vector sum (heavy solid lines) for the RG components and for the LUM components have the same orientation, so there is no spatial phase shift between the RG and LUM components with the 55°p edestal and test. This is why one sees only a contrast change in detecting the test. Fig. 5B shows that this is not the case when we use the other, 34°test and the same 55°pedestal. The 34°t est vector is similar to the 55°test except that the reddish modulation is now in phase with the brightward test modulation (Fig. 2) . As shown, the polarity of the RG component of the test is inverted. The sum phasors for RG and for LUM now have different orientations, resulting in a spatial phase offset between the RG and LUM components. The extra visual information provided by this offset likely explains why thresholds in the quadrature condition (Fig. 3C, D) are much lower when test and pedestal are different vectors in the L%,M% plane. Note that for this condition in which the test contrast is very weak relative to the pedestal, adding the test to the pedestal will produce a nearly pure spatial phase shift between the RG and LUM gratings (with essentially no contrast change since the contrast of test and pedestal summate quadratically). Hence, we are in fact measuring the threshold for the spatial phase offset between the RG and LUM gratings, considered next.
Detecting the spatial phase offset between RG and LUM-a spatial acuity judgement
A calculation based on the results of observer CFS show a high sensitivity to the spatial phase offset between RG and LUM. This offset is represented by the angle between the sum vectors 2 and 4 in Fig. 5B . The angle can be calculated from the vector length of the stimuli: for example, the vector length of the 55°p edestal was 0.222 and the vector length of the 34°q uadrature test at threshold was 0.0099 (Fig. 3D) . From the arc tan relation this yields approximately 3°f or the RG or LUM spatial phase shift (deviation of each vector from vertical in Fig. 2B ), or 6°for the total phase shift between vectors 2 and 4. For our 1.2 c deg − 1 gratings, this corresponds to a horizontal displacement of approximately 50 arc s between the RG and LUM component gratings. The same approximate 50 arc s value was calculated for the other quadrature condition, with the 34°pedestal and 55°test. Observer RT was less sensitive to the phase shift (measured with the 34°pedestal), for his value was 2.3 arc min. Our experiment with the quadrature gratings is equivalent to a direct measurement of the threshold for detecting the spatial phase offset between RG and LUM-the test is detected by this offset and surely not by a contrast change, since adding the test to the pedestal increments the contrast by only 1 part in 1000. Fig.  3D . The 55 or 34°test (in L%,M% coordinates) is added in spatial quadrature phase to 55°pedestal (hence test phasors, T, are at right-angles to pedestal phasors, P). Each stimulus is decomposed into RG (left column) and LUM components (right). (A) Pedestal and test are both 55°(green and bright); sum phasors, P + T, for the green and the bright components are spatially in phase -thus there is no relative spatial phase shift between RG and LUM components. (B) The test alone is changed to 34°, reversing the polarity of the RG test component; sum phasors for RG (2) and LUM (4) are splayed apart, indicating a relative spatial phase shift between RG and LUM components. This cue causes the threshold to be much lower with the phase shift present (compare 55 or 34°test thresholds, Fig. 3D ). (C) Rearrangement of phasors in panel B, showing that sensitivity will be poor for a combination mechanism which sums bright and green, since P +T and P are equivalent stimuli for this mechanism. Krauskopf and Farell (1991) showed that the RG and LUM mechanisms have equally high sensitivity for detecting the vernier offset between two contiguous vertically-aligned, paired luminance Gabor patches or paired red-green Gabor patches. This sensitivity is sufficient to account for the high sensitivity of our phase offset between RG and LUM, provided that the RG and LUM information is conveyed quite separately to the stage where the spatial comparison is made.
Argument against combination mechanisms for color and luminance
The quadrature results in Fig. 3 replicate those of Gegenfurtner and Kiper. However, these results actually provide evidence against the combination mechanism hypothesis. Fig. 5C shows a simple rearrangement of the phasors in Fig. 5B . The sum of the RG and LUM phasors representing test-plus-pedestal (thick lines) are identical to the phasors for the pedestal alone (thin lines). The effects of the RG and LUM test components thus cancel within the hypothetical combination mechanism. The combination mechanism thus ought to be poor at detecting the 34°test with the quadrature offset. This is contrary to the results showing high sensitivity (Fig. 3D). 
A further test for combination mechanisms using stationary gratings
The exquisite sensitivity to the phase offset argues for separate RG and LUM mechanisms. However there might exist an additional, less sensitive mechanism that summates the color and luminance stimuli.
We examined whether there is a mechanism for detecting the composite property, bright and red. The pedestal was a pair of stationary gratings, each set at a fixed contrast of approximately 12 times threshold (see legend Fig. 6 ): the bright bars of a pure LUM pedestal grating (Fig. 6) were separated 120°in spatial phase from the red bars of an equiluminant RG grating The test was an increment of both pedestal components; each test component was proportional in contrast to its respective pedestal component. The measured test threshold (given as a fraction of the pedestal VL) is shown in Fig. 6 for the test increments added to the pedestal components in different spatial phases. Test threshold is lowest when the test components are spatially in phase with their respective pedestal components (Fig. 6A) -this is the optimal phase for detecting the test if the LUM and RG components are processed independently. Test thresholds are considerably higher when the two test components are spatially in phase with each other (Fig. 6C) -hence 60°spatially out-ofphase with their respective pedestal components. This latter condition ought to be considerably more effective for the bright-red combination mechanism, since the two test components are in phase with each other and summate best in the combination mechanism, whereas the two pedestal components are 120°out-of-phase and thus largely cancel within the bright-red combination mechanism.
In Fig. 6D the test components are added to their respective pedestal components in quadrature spatial phase. Sensitivity is lowest for this condition but is still reasonably high, but this may be caused by the test modifying the spatial phase offset between the RG and LUM components. The observer noticed this effect.
Random phase masks
The previous results with stationary gratings suggest that the appearance of combination mechanisms arises Fig. 6 . Search for combination mechanism sensitive to bright and red, using stationary gratings. Pedestal is a LUM grating (45°in L%,M%; VL= 0.196) plus an equiluminant RG grating (288°; VL=0.0424), with a 120°spatial phase offset between the bright bars of LUM grating and red bars of RG grating. The contrast of these two pedestal components were equated in threshold units (schematically shown with equal lengths), as were the incremental tests components, whose contrast was varied while maintaining a fixed contrast ratio (test vectors are arbitrarily depicted with equal length). Threshold ('test/pedestal' ratio) is lowest (A) with tests spatially in phase with their respective pedestal components, consistent with detection of contrast change in separate RG and LUM mechanisms. Test sensitivity is reduced (C) when the two test components are spatially in phase with each other for best summation in the bright-red combination mechanism. Fig. 7 . Detection thresholds for test gratings measured with uniform field () or with a random phase () LUM mask (45°in L%,M%; VL= 0.196) which was randomly shifted in spatial phase every 0.05 s. Mask strongly raises LUM threshold but has no effect on RG thresholds.
when adding the test to the pedestal produces a spatial phase offset between the RG and LUM stimulus components. Gegenfurtner and Kiper (1992) obtained evidence for combination mechanisms with a stationary test grating and dynamic 2D masking noise. Even with this stimulus there may be visually effective phase offsets between the RG and LUM components when (a) there are spatial phase offsets between test and mask components of matching spatial frequency and orientation and (b) the test and mask have different vector orientations in the L%,M% plane.
For the following measurements we used a mask which is simpler than dynamic 2D noise. The mask is a sine-wave grating of the same spatial frequency and orientation as the stationary test grating, but the mask rapidly jumps about with random spatial phase (Section 2). The results indicate that the observer can readily utilize the phase offsets between RG and LUM even with this dynamic mask. Fig. 7 first shows the masking effect of a LUM random phase mask. With no mask present, sensitivity () to the stationary test grating is approximately five-fold greater in the RG direction than the LUM direction. The LUM mask, aligned in 45 -225°direc-tion, strongly elongates the contour () in the same direction, thus masking the LUM mechanism, but has no effect on RG chromatic detection (long flanks). Other studies have shown that a suprathreshold luminance pedestal may facilitate RG detection. But this facilitation was obtained for static stimuli. Facilitation is also observed with static stimuli which are randomly changed in relative phase between presentations (Mullen & Losada, 1994) and with a mask of static 1D noise (Sankeralli & Mullen, 1997) . The present lack of facilitation may be caused by the dynamic nature of the mask. Gegenfurtner and Kiper also observed no chromatic facilitation using dynamic 2D luminance noise. Fig. 8 shows similar detection contours measured with the 34 or 55°random phase mask. The detection contours for observers AC and CFS are aligned in the direction of the masks, and the contours for RT are aligned near these directions. When test and mask are of the same type (e.g. 34°), the observers reported seeing only a contrast difference between the mask and the test-plus-mask, which may elongate the contour in the mask direction. But when test and mask have different directions (e.g. 34°test and 55°mask), observers saw clear spatial phase offsets between the RG and LUM components in the test interval. This differential phase shift was clearly apparent when the test was suprathreshold. Even though the stimuli danced about, one often saw red and green vertical colored stripes misaligned with the light and dark vertical luminance stripes. (This was never seen when the test and mask were of the same type, e.g. both 34°or both 55°) The apparent phase offsets are evidence against the hypothesis of combination mechanisms. Near test threshold, the effects were quite subtle, but presumably adequate to drive the threshold down and cause the detection contour to rotate in the mask direction.
These results show that a dynamic mask of, say, bright-red and dark-green stripes more strongly masks of grating of the same type than a grating of the opposite type, bright-green and dark-red stripes. The selective masking is similar to that of Gegenfurtner and Kiper obtained with dynamic 2D noise. A common feature of both studies is that masks had approximately equated red-green and luminance components (scaled in thresholds units), which might facilitate seeing the differential masking. Giulianini and Eskew (1998) used rather similar stimuli. They measured detection contours for a horizontal, 1 c deg − 1 Gabor target presented in dynamic, horizontal line noise. In the main conditions, the noise mask was chosen to stimulate either L cones alone or M cones alone. The test detection data were well fit with separate RG and LUM mechanisms, providing little evidence for a combination mechanism. However, owing to the higher sensitivity of RG, their L noise or M noise was far more effective in stimulating the RG mechanism than the LUM mechanism (at the 1 c deg − 1 target frequency). Our measurements indicate that to stimulate the two mechanisms about equally at approximately 1 c deg − 1 , the mask must have a vector angle of approximately 34 or 55°in the L%,M% plane.
We measured detection contours using a random phase L mask or M mask to see if these masks would produce evidence for combination mechanisms. The contrast of the two masks was equated for observer CFS, and approximately equated for RT (for RT, the 'M mask' was slightly tilted off the vertical axis in the L%,M% plane-see legend Fig. 9 ). The results in Fig. 9 can be reasonably fit with separate RG and LUM contours. The L mask and M mask produce about equal masking of the RG mechanism, as expected given the equal L and M contrast weights for RG and the fact that the L and M masks were equated in contrast. The RG contour in the same absolute position was in fact fit to the results obtained for each mask. For observer CFS, the L mask produces much greater LUM masking than does the M mask, consistent with the dominance of the L% signal in LUM (Stromeyer et al., 1997) . The M mask exposes a considerable range of the previously obscured LUM detection contour, by driving the RG contour outward from the origin while producing little LUM masking. For observer RT, the L mask produces somewhat greater LUM masking than does the M mask.
The main features of these results obtained with the L or M masks agree with observations of Giulianini and Eskew (1998) , using rather similar masks. Our detection contours only showed the semblance of combination mechanisms when we used the 34 and 55°m asks (Fig. 8) , approximately equated for RG and LUM. Having a mask approximately equated for RG and LUM components may clearly promote seeing the spatial phase offsets between RG and LUM. The fact that the detection contours are aligned near the directions of the 34 and 55°masks indicates that the extra spatial phase cues are clearly effective even with the dynamic, random phase masks. To further test this idea, we modified the dynamic mask to largely remove these spatial phase cues, and thereby possibly eliminate the semblance of combination mechanisms.
Random counterphase masks
Detection contours were remeasured with the 34 or 55°masks which were changed from being random phase to random counterphase (Section 2). This new mask was presented spatially in phase with the test pattern, with the contrast sign (polarity) chosen randomly every 0.1 s.
The detection contours in Fig. 10 are no longer well aligned in the mask direction. For observer CFS, the contours are similar for both 34 and 55°masks, and the slope of the RG contour is approximately 1.0. For observers AC, the contours are slightly aligned in the mask direction, but this deviation toward the mask direction is much reduced compared to that observed with the original random phase masks (Fig. 8) .
The random counterphase mask may still produce weak extra cues. When the stationary test and the The L and M masks produce similar RG masking, shown by the fit of the same RG contour for both masking conditions. For observer CFS, LUM is strongly desensitized by the L mask but not by the M mask, consistent with an L dominance in LUM; this effect is weaker for observer RT.
counterphase mask have different vector directions (e.g. 34 test and 55°mask), the chromatic and luminance temporal modulation is partially out-of-phase with respect to each other. For example, when the 34°test and counterphase 55°mask are in phase, then the LUM components of test and mask add, but the RG components are in antiphase and subtract, since test and mask have opposite RG polarities (Fig. 2) . These temporal phase offsets may provide weak extra cues, causing the detection contours to be slightly aligned in the mask direction. However, this tendency is much less than that observed with the original random phase mask; thus the temporal phase offsets between RG and LUM may be considerably less effective than the spatial phase offsets. These clues might also explain why the maximal masking is slightly reduced with the random counterphase mask compared to the random phase mask (Fig.  10 vs. Fig. 8) ; the reduction in masking was small for observer CFS and somewhat larger for AC.
Detection contours for a constant test 6ector, with random counterphase masks of different 6ector orientations
These measurements further assess the possible presence of a combination mechanism. The test direction was fixed in the L%,M% plane, and the test threshold was measured in the presence of masks having different vector directions (Gegenfurtner & Kiper, 1992; Sankeralli & Mullen, 1997; Giulianini & Eskew, 1998) . We used the random counterphase mask to eliminate the spatial phase offsets.
The method is illustrated in Fig. 11 using a LUM test of 45°. The symbols () and the large circle centered on the origin show the unmasked threshold of the LUM test. Thresholds () for the LUM test were also measured with masks equated in contrast-the orientations of the data points specify the mask directions. An equiluminant mask produces minimal masking of the LUM test, while the strongest masking is produced by a mask near the optimal LUM direction -orthogonal to the equiluminant direction. An L mask produces much greater masking than does an M mask, consistent with the dominance of the L% signal in LUM. Sankeralli and Mullen (1997) have measured a very similar masking contour for the LUM mechanism. Fig. 12 shows similar masking contours for a test of 34 (left panels) and 55°(right). Each test is well masked by either the 34°mask or the 55°mask. Strong masking is obtained with these two masks because each mask contains both color and luminance components, like the test gratings. Weak masking is produced by the pure luminance mask since the observer can use the RG component of the 34 or 55°test for detection -so the test largely escapes the masking. Similarly, little masking is produced by the equiluminant mask since the observer can use the LUM component of the test for detection. These results are consistent with a two-mechanism model of RG and LUM in the L%,M% plane. Li and Lennie (1997) have also argued for such a two-mechanism model in the L,M plane. They obtained contours of similar shape to ours (Fig. 12 ), which they describe as 'butterfly' shaped. In their task, observers had to visually segment a texture combining red-green and luminance information; the texture was presented on chromatic background noise having different directions in the L,M plane.
Discussion
Gegenfurtner and Kiper (1992) obtained evidence for combination mechanisms using either a stationary mask grating (offset 90°in spatial phase from the test) or a dynamic 2D noise mask. Our results with stationary gratings replicate their results, but demonstrate that spatial phase offsets between RG and LUM components provide the salient cue used to detect the test. We too observed the semblance of combination mechanisms with the random phase mask. However this could be much reduced with the random counterphase mask which controls for the spatial phase artifacts. Overall the evidence for combination mechanisms can be explained by the test grating producing a spatial phase offset between the RG and LUM components. Consistent with this view is the complete lack of evidence for a mechanism combining luminance and red-green information (Gegenfurtner & Kiper, 1992) when the test and mask are spatially uniform (temporally modulated, 2°square). Such a uniform stimulus, of course, cannot contain a spatial phase offset.
We measured the threshold for detecting the spatial phase offset between stationary RG and LUM gratings of 1.2 c deg − 1 , and found that the observers are exquisitely sensitive, with thresholds as low as 1-2 arc min. With the dynamic random phase mask, observers Mask and test were presented spatially in phase, with the mask contrast sign chosen randomly every 0.1 s. The tendency for the detection contours to be aligned in the mask direction is much reduced compared with the random phase mask (Fig. 8) . reported seeing clear phase offset between the luminance and chromatic components even though the patterns were rapidly dancing about. In this case the mask and test were sine-wave gratings of matched spatial frequency and orientation.
The extra spatial phase cues are likely to arise even in Gegenfurtner and Kiper's (1992) condition when the test is a 1.2 c deg − 1 Gabor patch presented in dynamic 2D noise. The Gabor is presumably detected by a mechanism with fairly limited spatial frequency and orientation bandwidth Webster, De Valois & Switkes, 1990) , so only components within this bandwidth will be effective as a mask. The noise components within this bandwidth must have been reasonably effective since the masking often reached five-to six-fold (Gegenfurtner & Kiper, 1992) . For such components, there will be spatial phase offsets between RG and LUM when test and mask have different directions in the L%,M% plane. This will produce a dynamic 'jumble' of phase offsets as seen through the filters sensitive to the test pattern. Nevertheless the observer might well be able to extract useful cues from this jumble. One must show that these extra cues do not aid detection before safely concluding that the 2D masking actually reveals combination mechanisms. This would be a nearly impossible task, and therefore we have used simpler, sine-wave gratings to show that the phase offsets provide powerful cues under both static and dynamic conditions. Giulianini and Eskew (1998) found little evidence for mechanisms combining color and luminance in the L%,M% plane, using a Gabor test patch presented in dynamic line noise of the same spatial orientation. The test likely produces some spatial phase offsets between RG and LUM components. Why then do the offsets not distort the detection contour, producing the semblance of combination mechanisms? Possibly because their masks were far more effective for the RG mechanism, and hence not well balanced in stimulating RG and LUM. Using an L or M random phase mask similar to their masks, we also observed little contour distortion suggestive of a combination mechanism. However, our 34 and 55°random phase masks, which equally stimulate RG and LUM, did produce distorted contours similar to those of Gegenfurtner and Kiper.
Although our random phase L or M masks produced rather little contour distortion, there is one possible case of distortion for observer CFS with the L mask (Fig. 9 , upper left panel): the data bend inward within the upper part of the first quadrant and lower part of the third quadrant. This small distortion might be caused by spatial phase offsets between RG and LUM components. The results of Sankeralli and Mullen (1997) (their Fig. 9) show a similar distortion effect: the threshold for an L test is elevated more by an L mask than their model predicts. This apparently exaggerated L masking effect may actually reflect a lowering of thresholds for other mask directions owing to the spatial phase offsets. However the overall results of Sankeralli and Mullen (1997) are generally consistent with a two-mechanism model of RG and LUM in the L%,M% plane.
In summary, the appearance mechanisms combining color and luminance in the L%,M% plane may arise when the mask stimulates RG and LUM about equally so that adding an appropriate test changes the spatial phase offset between approximately comparable RG and LUM components. For the stationary 1.2 c deg − 1 gratings observers were able to detect a spatial phase offset between RG and LUM as small as 1 -2 arc min. This high sensitivity indicates that the spatial phase offsets may provide potent cues for detection in general.
Other studies showing combination mechanisms for color and luminance
The masking studies reviewed here suggest that the RG and LUM mechanisms are the primary mechanisms in the L%,M% plane. However, mechanisms combining color and luminance have been revealed in adaptation studies which assess the appearance of clearly suprathreshold test patterns. Webster and Mollon (1994) , for example, observed that after prolonged adaptation to a circular patch temporally modulated between bright-red and dark-green, an incremental pure luminance test patch appeared greenish and a decremental patch appeared reddish, whereas an equiluminant red test patch looked darkened and a green patch looked brightened. Similar changes were also observed with grating stimuli . Many contour contingent color aftereffects (Stromeyer, 1987) depend on joint color-luminance processing. For example, adaptation to a colored grating may produces a long-lasting color aftereffect (the McCollough effect) seen on an achromatic test grating of similar orientation. The adapting pattern must contain both luminance and color contrast to generate the aftereffect, as discussed by Webster (1996) . There is thus some evidence for a combination mechanism in the L%,M% plane at suprathreshold levels.
